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he’s fat...

HE’S OUT FOR VENGEANCE!

Down here they always write a lot of nonsense about DIRECTORS like STEVEN SPIELBERG and QUENTIN TARANTINO
and FRANCIS FORD COPPOLA, but obviously none of them will be a part of this, no more than it will be STARRING 
BRAD PITT, ANGELINA JOLIE, CLINT EASTWOOD or MARLON BRANDO. At this point it has absolutely nothing to do with 
PARAMOUNT PICTURES, UNIVERSAL STUDIOS or even MIRAMAX or FOX SEARCHLIGHT. We will probably not afford MUSIC
BY METALLICA, MADONNA, BRITNEY SPEARS or THE BEATLES, but it sure will be a PRETTY DAMN AWESOME MOVIE.

Director: Joakim Jardeby
joe@bergatroll.com
Tel: 0706-979915

Producer: Christian Sundkvist
christian@bergatroll.com
Tel: 0707-524844
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...experience the brutal Viking era, 
without pansy Hollywood actors!

Smell the story of an unshaved part of 
European history...

 he’s scared...

greetings from Foteviken
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Vikings.
...have through the years been the source of dreams, fantasies and beer commercials. 
Their harsh, happy and careless attitude towards life, death, and shaving, gives way 
to many good laughs, in fact it’s a bloody joke.

The beautiful Scandinavian scenery, and the old traditions lend a poetic touch and 
hints of wisdom to the crazy comedy of Sweaty Beards. There will be romance too, 
and a fair maiden.

It is time for Swedish film to cast away out on the ocean of more daring, funny, in 
your face films, and if that also means more commercially viable films, then so much 
the better. 

Got a sword? Got a beard? Got a death wish? 

Welcome to Scandinavia!
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